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Abstract— Cloud has becoming an emerging and mandatory 

technology in every field because of its wide applications. 

Similarly we can access our file from anywhere and at any 

time without any limitation the only resource we need is 

internet connectivity. With the developing technology most 

of data are stored in cloud and the major issue faced here is 

security. Here patient health record is the data going to be 

stored and shared in secure way in cloud. Primarily PHR 

will be uploaded by user in secure way through encryption 

process with access rights. User who satisfies access policy 
can download the file in cipher text format. To access the 

file user should have particular file key and this key will be 

valid for single time access. Hence the possibility of 

accessing same file with same key more than one time is 

impossible. To attain most efficient security RC4 encryption 

is implemented in our proposed work. Our result shows the 

proposed work achieves better results compared to other 

existing system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing has developed as a significant processing 

worldview to offer unavoidable and on-request accessibility 

of different assets as equipment, programming, foundation, 

and capacity. Moreover, the distributed computing model 

has exhibited noteworthy potential to build coordination 

among a few medicinal services partners and furthermore to 

guarantee persistent accessibility of wellbeing data, and 

versatility. Besides, the distributed computing likewise 
coordinates different significant elements of human services 

spaces, for example, patients, medical clinic staff including 

the specialists, nursing staff, drug stores, and clinical 

research center work force, protection suppliers, and the 

specialist co-ops. In this manner, the joining of previously 

mentioned elements brings about the development of a 

practical and shared wellbeing biological system where the 

patients can undoubtedly make and oversee t their Personal 

Health Records (PHRs). 

More formally, the PHRs are overseen through the 

Inter-net based apparatuses to allow patients to make and 
deal with their wellbeing data as long lasting records that 

can be made accessible to the individuals who need the 

entrance much of the time, the PHRs empower the patients 

to adequately speak with the specialists and other 

consideration suppliers to educate about the indications, 

look for and keep the wellbeing records refreshed for exact 

finding and treatment. The protection of the PHRs can be in 

danger in a few different ways, for instance robbery, 

misfortune, and spillage. The PHRs either in distributed 

storage or in travel from the patient to the cloud or from 

cloud to some other client might be helpless to unapproved 

get to due to the malignant conduct of outside substances. 

Besides, there are likewise a few dangers by substantial 

insiders to the information. For example, the PHRs either in 

distributed storage or in travel from the patient to the cloud 

or from cloud to some other client might be defenseless to 

unapproved get to as a result of the vindictive conduct of 

outer elements. 

RC4 is a stream figure and variable length key 

calculation. This calculation scrambles each byte in turn (or 

bigger units on a period). A key information is 
pseudorandom bit generator that creates a stream 8-piece 

number that is eccentric without information on input key, 

The yield of the generator is called key-stream, is joined 

each byte in turn with the plaintext stream figure utilizing 

X-OR activity.  

Unit or information is a byte or even once in a 

while bits. Right now, encryption or decoding can be 

actualized on the length of the variable. This calculation 

doesn't need to hold up a specific measure of information 

contribution before it is handled or add additional bytes to 

scramble. Another sort is a square figure that forms 
simultaneously a specific measure of information (normally 

64-piece or 128-piece squares). While exceptional for its 

effortlessness and speed in programming, RC4 has 

shortcomings that contend against its utilization in new 

frameworks. It is particularly helpless when the start of the 

yield key stream isn't disposed of, nonrandom or related 

keys are utilized, or a solitary key stream is utilized twice; a 

few different ways of utilizing RC4 can prompt 

exceptionally uncertain cryptosystems, for example, 

WEP.RC4 creates a pseudorandom stream of bits (a key 

stream) which, for encryption, is joined with the plaintext 
utilizing bit - savvy elite - or; decoding is played out a 

similar way (since selective - or is a symmetric activity). 

Contribution of the paper: 

 Securing personal health record in cloud in efficient 

way. 

 RC4 is used to provide enhanced security in cloud. 

 Storage has been efficiently used by compressing and 

storing user file in cloud.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Qutaibah M. Malluhi et.al (2017), address the issue of 

ciphertext-strategy property based encryption with fine 

access control, a cryptographic crude which has many solid 

application situations, for example, Pay-TV, e-Health, 

Cloud Storage, etc. Right now enhance past LSSS put 

together methods by working with respect to past work of 

Hohenberger and Waters at PKC'13 and proposing a 

development that accomplishes ciphertext size direct in the 

base between the size of the boolean access recipe and the 

quantity of its statements. Our development additionally 
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underpins quick unscrambling. We additionally propose two 

intriguing expansions: the first targets lessening stockpiling 

and calculation at the client side and is helpful with regards 
to lightweight gadgets or gadgets utilizing a cloud 

administrator. The second proposes the utilization of 

different specialists to moderate key escrow by the power. 

. Bethencourt et.al (2017), presents a framework 

for acknowledging complex access control on encoded 

information that we call ciphertext-arrangement property 

based encryption. In a few appropriated frameworks a client 

should possibly have the option to get to information if a 

client groups a specific arrangement of certifications or 

characteristics. At present, the main strategy for authorizing 

such approaches is to utilize a believed server to store the 

information and intervene get to control. By utilizing our 
systems scrambled information can be kept classified 

regardless of whether the capacity server is untrusted; in 

addition, our techniques are secure against arrangement 

assaults. Past quality based encryption frameworks utilized 

ascribes to depict the encoded information and incorporated 

strategies with client's keys; while in our framework credits 

are utilized to portray a client's accreditations, and a 

gathering scrambling information decides a strategy for who 

can decode. 

Hui Cui et.al (2018), portrays a CP-ABE plot, an 

entrance structure is remembered for the ciphertext, which, 
in any case, may release touchy data about the fundamental 

plaintext and the special beneficiaries in that any individual 

who sees the ciphertext can get familiar with the 

characteristics of the advantaged beneficiaries from the 

related access structure. So as to address this issue, CP-ABE 

with halfway shrouded get to structures was presented 

where each trait is isolated into a quality name and a 

characteristic worth and the property estimations of the 

properties in an entrance structure are not given in the 

ciphertext. Despite the fact that various CP-ABE plans with 

incompletely concealed access structures have been 

proposed, the greater part of them just empower limited 
access structures, while a few different plans supporting 

expressive access structures are computationally wasteful 

because of the way that they are worked in the composite-

request gatherings. 

Umesh Chandra Yadav (2015) presents another 

CP-ABE plot, each data is encoded under an entrance 

structures, this entrance structures characterizes, who can 

get to the scrambled data. In any case, in CP-ABE plot, we 

additionally store get to structures alongside encoded data 

and now and again this entrance structures can uncover 

numerous things about the plaintext data and the decryptor, 
in this way any foe can learn numerous things. Along these 

lines, it is proper to have CP-ABE plot in which the entrance 

structures are not open methods get to structures are avoided 

the clients. We have proposed one plan, in which clients 

don't store get to structures with encoded data (ciphertext). 

We have utilized composite-request bilinear gatherings in 

our plan. 

Jiguo Li et.al (2016), talks about a client's mystery 

key is related with a lot of qualities, and the ciphertext is 

related with an entrance strategy. The client can unscramble 

the ciphertext if and just if the trait set of his mystery key 
fulfills the entrance arrangement determined in the 

ciphertext. In the present plans, get to approach is sent to the 

decryptor alongside the ciphertext, which implies that the 

security of the encryptor is uncovered. So as to take care of 
such issue, we propose a CP-ABE plot with concealed 

access strategy, which can protect the security of the 

encryptor and decryptor. Also, what's more in the present 

plans, the clients need to do over the top estimation for 

unscrambling to check whether their traits coordinate the 

entrance arrangement indicated in the ciphertext or not, 

which makes the clients do futile calculation if the 

characteristics don't coordinate the shrouded get to 

approach. So as to unravel productivity issue, our plan adds 

a testing stage to maintain a strategic distance from the 

pointless activity above before decoding. The calculation 

cost for the testing stage is significantly less than the 
decoding calculation with the goal that the effectiveness in 

our plan is improved. 

T.V.X. Phuong et.al (2015), present another 

strategy that utilizes just one gathering component to speak 

to a trait, while the current ABE plans of a similar kind need 

to utilize three distinctive gathering components to speak to 

a property for the three potential qualities (in particular, 

positive, negative, and trump card). Our new procedure 

prompts another CP-ABE conspire with consistent 

ciphertext size, which, be that as it may, can't conceal the 

entrance approach utilized for encryption. The principle 
commitment of this paper is to propose another CP-ABE 

conspire with the property of shrouded get to approach by 

expanding the strategy we utilized in the development of our 

first plan. Specifically, we demonstrate an approach to 

connect ABE dependent on AND-door with trump card with 

inward item encryption and afterward utilize the last to 

accomplish the objective of concealed access arrangement. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our proposed framework we are going to see about the 

four significant ideas, for example, PHR, cryptography, 

distributed storage, Micro collection. A PHR set is the 

association of information records of the patients. Patients 

are viewed as proprietors of information and it ought to be 

put away safely in cloud. Additionally proprietors will 

scramble their information before re-appropriating it to the 

cloud. To encode the information RC4 calculation is 

utilized. Subsequently cryptographic frameworks that 

require a couple of various keys to work: one key (the open 

key) is utilized to scramble messages and, the other key (the 
private key) is utilized to decode them. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 
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When the Cloud storage gets the patients' 

information, it checks the medicinal services community ID 

of each message and advances it to right Healthcare Center. 
Note that the cloud can't access to the crude information of 

the patients since it is encoded with the open key of 

Healthcare Center. On account of the utilization of their 

private key, every social insurance community can 

unscramble and get to the crude biomedical information of 

the patients for which they are capable. Specialists can break 

down the total information and settle on the best possible 

methods and conventions to apply with no data misfortune. 

We expect that social insurance places are trust when the 

cloud gets the miniaturized scale accumulated informational 

indexes from all human services habitats, it consolidates 

them all and small scale totals them again by utilizing again 
a smaller scale collection calculation. 

A. Implementation:  

1) Patient Login: 

First the patient/client needs to login the record. In the event 

that he doesn't have account he needs to enroll. During 
enlistment the irregular key is set so as to upgrade greater 

security. Once username and secret word matches with the 

database then specific patient can login to next structure. 

Here he/she enters his/her total biomedical information. 

These information are scrambled utilizing the encode key. 

Later it is collected and that information is sent to cloud. 

2) Patient Description: 

The patient will enter the subtleties of his/her in the capacity 

zone. Utilizing the document key the patient will scramble 

the information and send to the cloud. The necessary record 

will be moved to the specialist. ABE calculation is 

otherwise called symmetric cryptography, alludes to 
cryptographic frameworks that require a couple of keys to 

work: one key (the open key) is utilized to encode messages 

and, the other key (the private key) is utilized to unscramble 

them. 

3) Random Key Generation: 

The specialist can download specific report of patient by 

fulfilling qualities of proprietor of report. The patient will 

give the document to the specialist utilizing the record key 

of unscrambled information. So the information will be 

completely made sure about and nobody can ready to get to 

the record without the confirmation key and the document 
key. After the patient sent the record, the specialist will get 

the document. The specialist must open the document by 

sending the key solicitation to the patient. After the patient 

saw it, he/she can refresh the irregular key and the patient 

will send the first key to the specialist. With the validation 

key and record key the specialist will process the document. 

4) File Accessing by Doctors: 

Here the information got from the customer are gotten to by 

the specialist by login to his record. The procedure is 

additionally gone before by mentioning an arbitrary key to 

the patient. At the point when the patient gets the message 

he sends the way in to the specialist. The specialist gets to 
his necessary patient's subtleties on effective coordinating of 

the key. At that point the decoded information is stacked at 

first. At that point specific report is investigated and 

medicine has been given by specialist and submitted to 

cloud. When archive is transferred again getting to it 

utilizing same getting to key is beyond the realm of 

imagination. Subsequently for each time getting to the 

record irregular key is produced and it ought to be 
coordinated to see the report. 

5) Advantages:  

 Security is enhanced due to the use of RC4 algorithm. 

 Memory storage will be reduced. 

 Processing time will be less. 

 Improved micro aggregation for storage efficiency. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Securing personal health records in cloud has been 

implemented. In this section the securing level of reports has 

been shown in figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Comparison of various encryption algorithms with 

our proposed system 

V. CONCLUSION 

The target of our work is to store our PHR information in 

secure manner in cloud and empowering secure information 

recovery of information. Thus we accomplish our target by 

encoding our information utilizing RC4 and putting away it 

in cloud. On the other hand scrambling the record for giving 

higher security an entrance key arrangement is produced 

through Random Key Generator. When patient entered their 

own reports, the following refreshing procedure will be 

finished by specialist. At whatever point specialist needs to 

get to specific patient document, he should require get to 

key to download scrambled record. This key isn't steady and 
it shifts for inevitably. At that point the document key is 

expected to decode the report and particular record will be 

gotten to by specialist. 
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